
Compaq ActiveAnswers for 

Microsoft Commerce Server 2000

Rapidly deploy an 
e-commerce solution

hardware configuration for

an e-commerce business

based on Microsoft

Commerce Server 2000 

and related Microsoft

Enterprise 2000 servers.

Detailed configuration, sizing

and deployment guides are

provided free of charge

including guidance on how

to implement the Compaq

Distributed Internet Server

Array (DISA) architecture.

In addition, ActiveAnswers
offers pre-tested hardware

and software configurations

that are designed to

accelerate time to

deployment, simplify

integration with existing

systems, and provide flexible

solutions with round-the-

clock dependability.

Whether you are operating or

posting a catalog to a digital

marketplace, building a retail 

e-commerce venture or

hosting an auction site, an 

e-commerce business can

instantly open the door to 

a world of new customers

and sales.

Determining which software

products and hardware

platforms to use and how

best to architect the solution

for optimum performance

and availability can be

challenging. That’s where

Compaq ActiveAnswers™ can

help simplify and streamline

the entire process.

Compaq ActiveAnswers for

Microsoft Commerce Server

2000 takes the guesswork

out of identifying the right

Compaq’s proven

methods reduce

the time and

resources required

for testing,

debugging 

and integrating 

e-business

solutions.
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Compaq ActiveAnswers for Microsoft Commerce Server 2000 

ActiveAnswers provides detailed planning, deployment

and operations guides to build an e-commerce 

solution – providing you access to information on 

one comprehensive website.

A sample of the tools and information found on 

ActiveAnswers include:

> A unique sizing tool that allows customers to size their

systems online based on planned site size, functionality,

backup and storage requirements and expected growth

> Recommended configurations provide different solution

options from an entry-level single server for a small

business to a highly available DISA solution for a large

business. Examples of observed numbers of concurrent

users supported and transaction volumes are provided 

for each option 

> A security policy guide that covers considerations for

creating a secure e-commerce environment

> Installation checklists that simplify installing Microsoft

Commerce Server 2000 on Compaq ProLiant™ servers 

by noting significant steps that are necessary for a 

successful implementation 

> A management guide that provides considerations 

for operating an e-commerce site  

Where do you start?

Just visit Compaq ActiveAnswers for Microsoft

Commerce Server 2000 and browse the wide

array of resources, community features and

services you’ll find there. It’s free, and there’s

simply no better resource for information on 

e-business solutions.

For more information:

compaq.com/activeanswers/microsoft/ecommerce
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